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Abstract—High-dimensional vector data is gaining increasing
importance in data science applications. Consequently, various
database systems have recently been developed to manage vector
data. These systems can be broadly categorized into two types:
specialized and generalized vector databases. Specialized vector
databases are explicitly designed and optimized for storing
and querying vector data, while generalized vector databases
support vector data management within a relational database like
PostgreSQL. It is expected (and confirmed by our experiments)
that generalized vector databases exhibit slower performance.
However, it is not clear whether there are fundamental limitations
(or just implementation issues) for relational databases to support
vector data management.

This paper aims to answer this question. We chose PostgreSQL
as a representative relational database due to its popularity. We
focused on PASE, as it is a high-performance and open-sourced
PostgreSQL-based vector database. We analyzed the source code
of PASE and compared its performance with Faiss, a high-
performance and open-sourced specialized vector database, to
identify the underlying root causes of the performance gap and
analyze how to bridge the gap. Based on our results, we provide
insights and directions for building a future generalized vector
database that can achieve comparable performance to a high-
performance specialized vector database.

Index Terms—Vector Databases; Vector Similarity Search;
Specialized Vector Databases; Generalized Vector Databases

I. INTRODUCTION

High-dimensional vector data (10s to 1000s of dimensions)

and query processing over vector data (a.k.a vector similarity

search) have traditionally played a fundamental role in various

areas, including data management, data science, data mining,

information retrieval, and machine learning. Recently, there

has been a new wave of interest in managing high-dimensional

vector data. This is largely due to the prevalence of vector em-

bedding, which converts unstructured data into learned vector

representations, e.g., item2vec [1], word2vec [2], doc2vec [3],

and graph2vec [4]. Many advanced data analytics, such as

image/video search, product recommendation, and chemical

structure analysis, can be performed directly over these vectors

using vector similarity search [5]–[10].

To efficiently manage vector data, a new breed of databases

termed Vector Databases has been developed recently in
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both big tech companies and startups. For instance, Alibaba

developed PASE [11] and AnalyticDB-V [12] to process and

query vector data. Facebook open-sourced Faiss [13], [14] to

support efficient vector similarity search. Database startups

such as Zilliz (Milvus) [15] and Pinecone [16] also built their

own vector databases to compete for market shares, especially

when vector databases can be used in ChatGPT [17], [18].

Those vector databases can be broadly classified into two

categories: Specialized Vector Databases and Generalized
Vector Databases. Specialized vector databases are designed

from scratch, particularly to manage vector data, following the

design principle of “one-size-does-not-fit-all” [19]. Examples

include Faiss [13], [14], Milvus [20], and Pinecone [16]. They

can usually achieve excellent performance through customized

optimizations because they treat vector data as a first-class

citizen within the systems. On the other hand, Generalized

Vector Databases are built to support vector data management

inside a relational database (e.g., PostgreSQL), following the

design rationale of “one-size-fits-all” [21]. Examples include

PASE [11], AnalyticDB-V [12], and pgvector [22]. These

systems integrate vector data management into the existing

relational database ecosystem to provide better usability (e.g.,

using SQL language to query vector data), reuse certain

functionalities, eliminate data silos, and reduce operational

costs with a single unified system. However, the downside

is that they might sacrifice some performance and efficiency

in querying and storing vector data to some extent to accom-

modate the relational model, which is expected and confirmed

in our experiments (Sec. V and Sec. VII).

Motivation. So, a natural question is, are there fundamen-
tal limitations (or just implementation issues) for relational
databases to support vector data management? Answering

the above question is important to understand whether it is

possible for a generalized vector database to achieve high

performance and generality at the same time (even in the

future). Unfortunately, existing studies have not answered this

question.

Overview. This paper aims to answer the above question

for the first time. We have chosen PostgreSQL as our rep-

resentative relational database due to its widespread popu-

larity. Indeed, many generalized vector databases, including

PASE [11], AnalyticDB-V [12], and pgvector [22], are built



on the PostgreSQL foundation. In particular, we focus on

PASE [11], because it is open-sourced and achieves high

performance (see Figure 2).

To analyze PASE, we choose Faiss [13], a high-performance

open-sourced specialized vector database, as a reference for

comparison. We delve into the source code of each system (as

they are open-sourced) and profile the performance metrics

when running different benchmarks on real datasets. Then, we

identify the root causes that contribute to the slow performance

in PASE and analyze how to bridge the gap. Through this

investigation, we are able to determine whether there are any

fundamental limitations in supporting vector search within a

relational database.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

1) We present the first study that identifies seven non-trivial
root causes (summarized in Sec. IX) for the performance

issues in a high-performance generalized vector database

(i.e., PASE [11]). We believe that these findings can be

applied to other generalized vector databases. Overall,

this study significantly advances the understanding of

generalized vector databases.

2) By analyzing the root causes, we contribute an interesting

message to the database community: It is feasible to
bridge the performance gap by building a new gener-
alized vector database in the future that achieves com-
parable performance to a highly optimized specialized
vector database, which means that there are no
fundamental limitations in supporting vector search
in relational databases. We further present actionable

guidelines for building such a system.

Open-source. The source code of the work is available at

https://github.com/YunanZzz/VecDB-ICDE24.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Vector Similarity Search

Vector similarity search (a.k.a high-dimensional nearest

neighbor search) has been studied extensively in the past [23]–

[35] due to the fundamental importance in many real-world

applications. Let v = [v0, v1, ..., vd−1] be a d-dimensional

vector and n be the number of vectors in a dataset D, given a

query vector q, the problem of vector similarity search returns

similar vectors (e.g., top-k) to q from the dataset D based on

a similarity (or distance) function, e.g., Euclidean distance or

cosine distance.

B. High-dimensional Indexes

Vector similarity search is challenging because d and n are

usually large, e.g., d can be 10s to 1000s of dimensions, and

n can be millions to even billions of vectors, depending on

different applications. Thus, it is computationally-intensive to

find exact answers due to the known “dimensionality curse”

issue [36]. Therefore, most works (including all the specialized

and generalized vector databases that we are aware of) resort

to approximate solutions for performance reasons by designing

optimized high-dimensional indexes as we describe next.

In the literature, there are mainly four types of

high-dimensional indexes: quantization-based indexes (e.g.,

IVF FLAT [23], [24], IVF PQ [24], IVF SQ8 [23], and [25],

[26]), graph-based indexes (e.g., HNSW [27], NSG [28],

Rand-NSG [29]), LSH-based indexes [30]–[32], and tree-

based indexes [33], [34]. However, LSH-based indexes tend

to have lower accuracy than quantization-based approaches for

large-scale data [11], [12]. Tree-based indexes are not scalable

to high dimensions [12], [24]. A recent benchmark [37]

shows that IVF FLAT, IVF PQ, and HNSW are competitive

among all the indexes and are also implemented in most vector

databases (e.g., Faiss [13], [14], Milvus [20], Pinecone [16],

PASE [11] and AnalyticDB-V [12]). Thus, we focus on these

three indexes in this paper, and we explain them below.

IVF FLAT [23], [24]. Both IVF FLAT and IVF PQ be-

long to the category of quantization-based indexes. The main

idea is to map a data vector v to a codeword z(v) according

to a quantizer z. In practice, we use the K-means clustering

algorithm to construct the codebook (of size c) by treating

each centroid as a codeword and assigning each data vector

to its closest centroid. Thus, there are two phases for index

construction. (1) Training phase: train the centroid vectors

(via K-means) using a collection of sample vectors with a

sample ratio sr; (2) Adding phase: assign each data vector to

the nearest centroid and insert it to the corresponding bucket

(a.k.a inverted list or cluster) [24].

Answering a vector similarity search of a query q takes

two steps. First, it determines the closest nprobe (user-input

parameter) buckets based on the similarity between the query

q and the centroid of each bucket. Second, it only scans each

relevant bucket to find the promising vectors.

IVF PQ [24]. IVF PQ is similar to IVF FLAT, with the

only difference of applying another layer of quantization

(called product quantization (PQ) [24], [38]) inside each

bucket to reduce space overhead. The main idea of product

quantization is to partition each vector into m disjoint sub-

vectors and apply the K-means clustering within each sub-

space to reduce space overhead. A codebook with cpq code-

words (PQ-refined clusters) is constructed in each sub-space

so that each vector can be encoded using m · log cpq bits [24],

[38], which can significantly reduce space with the downside

of lower recall rate when compared with IVF FLAT.

HNSW [27]. HNSW is a graph-based index that constructs

a proximity graph. It treats each vector as a vertex and

pre-computes certain nearest neighbors of each vertex as

edges [27], [28]. The underlying intuition is that a neighbor’s

neighbor is likely to be a neighbor as well.

HNSW [27] is a hierarchical graph with multiple levels

where higher levels are shortcuts over lower levels (similar to a

skip list) and each level is a graph structure. The lowest level

contains all the vectors, while other levels contain a subset

of vectors, determined by a probability function. Graphs at

different levels are interconnected through common vectors.

Let us consider the graph construction for the lowest level,

as the process for other levels is similar. Let bnn be a base

neighbor count, then every vertex (vector) in the lowest-level



graph usually has 2 ∗ bnn neighbors [27] (while it has bnn
neighbors for graphs in other levels). Whenever a new vertex

v is inserted, a priority queue of length efb is created to

compute the nearest neighbors between v and the current

vertices inserted so far to determine the edges to v.

Similar to skip lists, HNSW [27] begins the search process

from the top and proceeds downward. At the bottom level,

the process starts from an entry point, which is added to a

priority queue with a size of efs. This queue prioritizes vertices

based on their distance to the query. The system extracts a

vertex from the priority queue, updates the top-k candidates,

and inserts the neighbors of the extracted vertex into the queue

for future exploration. The algorithm stops when the vertex

extracted from the queue is worse than the top-k candidates

that have been found.

Compared to quantization-based indexes, graph-based in-

dexes usually provide better performance and accuracy, albeit

at the cost of higher memory overhead and longer index

construction time.

C. Specialized Vector Databases

Specialized vector databases are designed to efficiently

implement those high-dimensional indexes and address other

system-related issues (e.g., query interface and memory man-

agement) into a full-fledged system that can be easily used

by customers. Examples include Faiss [13], Milvus [20],

Pinecone [16], Vespa [39], Qdrant [40], and Weaviate [41].

Since those systems are purposely built for vector data, they

can usually achieve high performance by implementing in-

dexes in the most efficient way.

D. Generalized Vector Databases

In contrast to specialized vector databases that are built from

scratch purely for optimizing vector data management, gen-

eralized vector databases implement vector similarity search

inside a relational database (e.g., PostgreSQL), following the

design principle of one-size-fits-all [21].

Main Idea. The main idea of generalized vector databases is

to store vector data as a column within a relational table and

build a high-dimensional index (e.g., IVF FLAT [23], [24],

IVF PQ [24], and HNSW [27]) for that column. Then, the

vector similarity search is represented as a SQL query, which

will be further compiled into an optimized query plan that

will call the pre-built high-dimensional index to find similar

vectors. Thus, vector similarity search is seamlessly integrated

into the SQL database ecosystem in this generalized approach.

Challenges. It is non-trivial to build a generalized vector

database because there are many challenges to be addressed

in order to be compatible with the existing relational database.

For example, how to represent the vector data? How to extend

the SQL syntax to represent vector similarity search? How to

build a new high-dimensional index that follows the relational

database’s structure (e.g., page structure and memory layout)?

How to make the newly-built index recognizable by the SQL

query optimizer? How to configure the internal parameters of a

high-dimensional index (e.g., number of clusters and probes in
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Storage Layer

SQL Query Optimizer

PG IndexAmRoutine

PASE index pages
HNSWIVF_FLAT IVF_PQ

SQL

PASE index interface
build scan …

Table Buffer

Btree interface

build scan …

Btree pages
…

Fig. 1: System Architecture for PASE [11]

IVF FLAT [23], [24]) using SQL? How to define and specify

the similarity function using SQL?

Systems. There are a few generalized vector databases that

we are aware of, e.g., pgvector [22], PASE [11], AnalyticDB-

V [12], and ClickHouse [42]. Except for ClickHouse, all

the other three vector databases are implemented based on

PostgreSQL, though they have different implementations.

E. PASE

We provide the background of PASE [11] (an open-sourced

PostgreSQL-based vector database) as it is the main focus

of this paper due to its high performance (see Sec. III).

Figure 1 shows the system architecture of PASE with three

major components: SQL layer, index layer, and storage layer.

SQL Layer. It represents vector similarity search using a

SQL query by extending the syntax of the traditional SQL

language. In PASE [11], vector data is represented using the

array data type (e.g., float[]) provided by PostgreSQL.1

Assuming there is a table T with two columns id (integer

type) and vec (vector type), we can use the following SQL to

create it:

1 CREATE TABLE T (id int, vec float[]);

Assuming the query vector is [0.1, 0.2, 0.3], then we can

find the top-10 similar vectors in PASE [11] using:

1 SELECT id
2 FROM T
3 ORDER BY vec <op> ’0.1,0.2,0.3’::PASE ASC
4 LIMIT 10;

The operator <op> is a special operator defined in

PASE [11] to compute the similarity between two vectors. The

ORDER BY statement will sort results based on the similarity

to the query vector. The LIMIT 10 returns the top 10 results.

Index Layer. To speed up query processing, PASE [11]

relies on indexes. For example, we can use the following SQL

to create the IVF FLAT index on the column vec:

1 CREATE INDEX ivfflat_idx ON T
2 USING ivfflat_fun(vec)

1Vector data can also be implemented as a user-defined data type for
encryption reasons as mentioned in [11].



3 WITH (distance_type = 0,
4 dimension = 128,
5 clustering_params = "10,256");

We can also specify the similarity function and the internal

parameters of IVF FLAT. For example, the above SQL shows

that the similarity function is Euclidean distance (type 0). The

parameter 10 means that the sampling ratio is 10/1000 (i.e.,

0.01). The parameter 256 means the number of clusters in

IVF FLAT.

However, in order for a newly created index to be com-

patible with the existing SQL query plan, the index imple-

mentation has to follow certain rules. First, it needs to imple-

ment the interfaces, e.g., build(), insert(), delete(),

scan(), via PostgreSQL’s IndexAmRoutine [43]. Second, the

index needs to follow PostgreSQL’s index page structure in

order to be accessed via the buffer manager and storage engine.

PASE [11] presents the detailed page structure for each index.

Storage Layer. PASE [11] stores vector data in a table in

the same way as other attributes. In PASE, tables and indexes

are stored on disk, but frequently accessed pages are cached

in memory via the buffer manager.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE

Experimental Methodology. The goal of this work is

to understand whether there are fundamental limitations in

supporting vector search in relational databases. To do so,

we choose PostgreSQL as a representative relational database

for two reasons: (1) PostgreSQL is a classic and widely used

relational database; (2) Many generalized vector databases

(e.g., PASE [11], AnalyticDB-V [12], pgvector [22]) are based

on PostgreSQL.

In particular, this paper focuses on PASE [11], a vector

database based on PostgreSQL, because (1) PASE is open-

sourced so that we can analyze the codebase and profile the ex-

ecution time to understand the root causes; (2) PASE exhibits

the highest performance among all open-sourced generalized

vector databases (see Figure 2). Thus, this paper investigates

whether there are any limitations in PASE to support vector

search and shows how to overcome the limitations (if any).2 To

achieve this, it is crucial to select a representative specialized

vector database as a reference point and compare PASE with it

to understand the potential limitations in PASE. In this paper,

we use Faiss [14] as the reference specialized vector database,

because Faiss achieves high performance compared to other

specialized vector databases and also it is open-sourced.

We conduct extensive experiments to compare PASE [11]

and Faiss [14], using the same index type and parameters,

to show the performance difference. Then we delve into

the source code of each system and profile the performance

metrics to identify the root causes of the performance gap and
analyze how to bridge the gap. Through this analysis, we can

determine if there are fundamental limitations.

Scope of This Work. Note that the purpose of this paper

is not to benchmark various specialized vector databases

2Note that our findings are also applicable to many other databases as
explained in Sec. IX.

Fig. 2: Comparing Open-Sourced Generalized Vector

Databases. Sec. IV-A shows the details of the experimental

setup, e.g., datasets, hardware configurations, and index pa-

rameters. Note that we do not show AnalyticDB-V [12] as it

is a closed-sourced system.

or generalized vector databases. Instead, the objective is to

identify any potential limitations in supporting vector search

within a relational database. It requires identifying the root

causes of the performance gap of a representative generalized

vector database (i.e., PASE) and a representative specialized

vector database (i.e., Faiss) as explained in the methodology.

We limit our discussions to a single-node setting because

PASE [11] (as well as Faiss [13]) is a single-node database.

However, if the entire vector dataset cannot fit into a single

node, we can adopt the sharding approach used in distributed

databases [44] to partition the vector data among different

nodes, each running a vector database. This is not expected

to change our conclusions. Also, this work does not consider

GPU and GPU-based vector similarity search [14], [45], as

PASE does not support GPU. Lastly, we assume that all the

vector data and indexes can fit into main memory because:

(1) Faiss, like other specialized vector databases, is a main-

memory system that does not support out-of-memory data

management; (2) Main-memory databases are becoming in-

creasingly popular today and there is an emerging wave of

main-memory databases [46]–[49], as memory capacity has

grown large enough for many applications and the price per

GB has significantly decreased.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Experimental Platform

We conduct all the experiments on a Linux server with

a 152-core Intel Xeon CPU (2.40GHz), 192GB DRAM,

and 2TB SATA SSD, similar to the server configuration in

PASE [11].

Our server has enough memory to keep the entire vector data

and index in main memory when comparing PASE [11] and

Faiss [13], as Faiss is an in-memory vector database. Before

measuring the execution time, we run a warm-up experiment

so that the data and index are stored in main memory and we

run three more times to obtain the average time.

By default, we follow PASE [11] to use a single thread

to run the experiments. But we also conduct multi-thread

experiments in Sec. V-D and Sec. VII-D.



TABLE I: Statistics of Real-world Datasets

Dataset # Dimensions # Vectors # Queries
SIFT1M [51] 128 1,000,000 10,000
GIST1M [51] 960 1,000,000 1,000

Deep1M [8] 256 1,000,000 1,000
SIFT10M [51] 128 10,000,000 10,000
Deep10M [8] 96 10,000,000 10,000

TURING10M [52] 100 10,000,000 10,000

TABLE II: Parameters

Meaning and Default Value
k top-k vector similarity search

Default Value: 100
c number of clusters in IVF FLAT and IVF PQ

Default Value: 1000 in SIFT1M/GIST1M/DEEP1M;
3162 in SIFT10M/DEEP10M/TURING10M (square
root of the data size)

nprobe number of selected candidate clusters for searching in
IVF FLAT and IVF PQ (Sec. II-B)
Default Value: 20

sr sampling ratio of clustering in IVF FLAT and IVF PQ
Default Value: 0.01

m number of partitioned sub-vectors in IVF PQ
(Sec. II-B)
Default Value: 16 in SIFT1M, SIFT10M and
DEEP1M; 60 in GIST1M; 12 in DEEP10M; 10 in
TURING10M

cpq number of PQ-refined clusters of a sub-vector space in
IVF PQ (Sec. II-B)
Default Value: 256

bnn base neighbor count for a vector node in HNSW
(Sec. II-B)
Default Value: 16

efb priority queue length in HNSW index construction
(Sec. II-B)
Default Value: 40

efs priority queue length in HNSW search (Sec. II-B)
Default Value: 200

B. Datasets

Table I shows the statistics of the six datasets used in this

work. They are also widely used in prior works, e.g., [11],

[12], [14], [20], [50].

C. Parameters

We largely follow the terminology in [11], [24], [27] to

introduce the parameters and set default values, shown in Ta-

ble II. Unless otherwise stated, we use the default parameters

for experiments.

D. Evaluation Metrics

We adopt commonly used metrics for measuring vector

similarity search. Specifically, we use index construction time,

index size, query time, and recall rate. Since this work

focuses on understanding the potential limitations of PASE

by identifying the root causes of the performance difference

between PASE and Faiss, we will use the same index with

the same parameters in the experiments to compare these two

databases. As a result, the recall rate will be the same in PASE

Fig. 3: Index Construction Time for IVF FLAT

and Faiss and we omit the experimental results on recall rate

due to space constraints.

V. EVALUATING INDEX CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we compare PASE [11] and Faiss [13] in

terms of index construction time on IVF FLAT (Sec. V-A),

IVF PQ (Sec. V-B), and HNSW (Sec. V-C).

A. IVF FLAT

1) Overall Results
Figure 3 compares the IVF FLAT index construction time

of PASE and Faiss on the six datasets with the same parameters

(in Table II). Figure 3 shows the overall time as well as

training/adding time. To our surprise, PASE is 35.0× ∼ 84.8×
slower than Faiss on different datasets even if they build the

same IVF FLAT index with exactly the same parameters. We

will analyze it next in Sec. V-A2. In particular, the adding

phase takes the majority of the time in both systems.

2) Investigation
Next, we investigate the underlying reasons that cause the

huge performance gap.

We first exclude the impact of disk I/O because even if

we use tmpfs, an in-memory file system in Linux that treats

main memory as disk, the performance does not change much.

We then use Perf [53] and Flame Graphs [54] to profile

the execution time when building IVF FLAT in PASE. The

results show that fvec_L2sqr_ref() is the performance

bottleneck in PASE. The function computes the Euclidean

distance between two vectors.

This motivates us to carefully check the distance computing

code in Faiss, especially in the adding phase. We find that Faiss

uses the SGEMM (Single Precision General Matrix Multipli-

cation) function in the BLAS library [55], which is a highly

optimized low-level library for linear algebra operations.

Specifically, let c0, c1, ..., cK−1 be the K centroids trained

by the K-means clustering algorithm, the adding phase assigns

each base vector xi to the nearest centroid ci. A straight-

forward solution, also used in PASE [11], is to compute the

distance between xi and all the centroids to find the closest

centroid. However, Faiss [13] converts the problem to a matrix-

matrix multiplication problem and uses SGEMM to speed up

the process. By observing that d2(ci, xi) = ‖ci‖2 + ‖xi‖2 −
2ci ·xi, Faiss computes all ‖xi‖2 and ‖ci‖2 (for all i) and then



Fig. 4: Index Construction Time for IVF FLAT Without

SGEMM

uses matrix-matrix multiplication in SGEMM to compute all

ci · xi. Then Faiss stores those items (i.e., ‖xi‖2, ‖ci‖2, and

ci · xi) in a table and refers to the table whenever necessary

to avoid redundant computing.

To verify our conjecture, we disable the SGEMM code in

Faiss and use the same code as in PASE. Figure 4 shows the

updated results. We can see that without the acceleration of

SGEMM, the adding phase of Faiss IVF FLAT consumes a

similar time to PASE IVF FLAT, which confirms the effec-

tiveness of SGEMM. Note that there is a minor performance

gap for the training phase in PASE IVF FLAT and Faiss

IVF FLAT in Figure 4, that is because PASE and Faiss use

a slightly different implementation of K-means to train the

centroids.

3) Insight
This experiment delivers an interesting message that

SGEMM, implemented in Faiss [13] but not in PASE [11],

plays a critical role in the IVF FLAT index construction. We

denote this root cause as RC#1. It can improve performance

by an order of magnitude or more. However, this is an

implementation issue. This performance gap can be bridged

because we can also implement the same optimization inside

PASE, although it takes some engineering efforts.

B. IVF PQ

1) Overall Results
Figure 5 evaluates the IVF PQ index construction time

of PASE and Faiss using the same parameters (described in

Table II). It demonstrates that Faiss outperforms PASE by
6.5× ∼ 20.2×, showing a similar performance trend with the

IVF FLAT index in Figure 3. This is expected because both

IVF FLAT and IVF PQ are quantization-based indexes.

2) Investigation
Following the experimental analysis in Sec. V-A, we investi-

gate the impact of SGEMM. By disabling the SGEMM code of

IVF PQ in Faiss, we compare the IVF PQ index construction

time of PASE and Faiss, see Figure 6. It shows that the gap

is negligible. Same as IVF FLAT, the minor gap is due to

the implementation difference in the K-means clustering and

product quantization algorithm.

3) Insight
The gap is due to the same RC#1 described in Sec. V-A3.

Fig. 5: Index Construction Time for IVF PQ

Fig. 6: Index Construction Time for IVF PQ Without

SGEMM

C. HNSW

1) Overall Results
Figure 7 compares the HNSW index construction time in

PASE and Faiss using the same parameters (in Table II). As we

can see from the figure, there is still a significant performance

gap of 1.6× ∼ 8.7× on the six datasets. But it turns out that

the root cause is different from that in IVF FLAT and IVF PQ

as we analyze below in Sec. V-C2.

2) Investigation
Our initial trial is to investigate the SGEMM code following

the analysis in Sec. V-A and Sec. V-B. However, it turns

out that HNSW does not use SGEMM for acceleration even

in Faiss, because HNSW is a graph-based index, which is

different from IVF FLAT and IVF PQ (two quantization-

based indexes).

We resort to Perf [53] to analyze the performance bot-

tleneck. Table III illustrates the time breakdown for the

Fig. 7: Index Construction Time for HNSW



TABLE III: Time Breakdown of HNSW Building on SIFT1M

SearchNb-
ToAdd

AddLink GreedyUp-
dateNearest

Shrink-
NbList

Others

PASE 75.55% 6.99% 6.69% 6.52% 3.82%
487.30sec 45.09sec 43.15sec 42.05sec 24.64sec

Faiss 70.37% 5.91% 10.86% 8.73% 4.13%
142.01sec 11.93sec 21.92sec 17.62sec 8.33sec

Fig. 8: Time Breakdown in SearchNbToAdd()

HNSW index construction time on SIFT1M in PASE and

Faiss. It includes both the relative and absolute time con-

sumption. Table III shows that SearchNbToAdd() is the

most time-consuming part. That function searches neighbors

for a newly inserted vector to construct HNSW. We can see

that PASE SearchNbToAdd() is much slower than Faiss

SearchNbToAdd() in Table III.

To investigate why, we further show the time breakdown

of SearchNbToAdd() in Figure 8. It shows that Faiss

spends most of the time (80.6%) on distance calculation

(fvec_L2sqr) while PASE only spends 22% of its time

on it. But in terms of the absolute time, they are quite

similar (114 sec vs. 107 sec). However, PASE wastes a lot

of time on other functions that are related to the architecture

of relational databases. For example, PASE spends 46% of its

time on Tuple Access and 14% on HVTGet() that are

negligible in Faiss, where Tuple Access includes reading

a page buffer from buffer pool in PASE and finding the right

tuple based on page ID and tuple ID, and HVTGet() checks

if a vector has been visited when searching neighbors. The

overhead is introduced because PASE is based on PostgreSQL,

which is a disk-optimized database system. However, Faiss

is an in-memory vector database system that can directly

locate the right tuple using a memory pointer without page-

based indirection. Besides that, PASE spends 7.7% of its

time on paseplfirst() to traverse the neighbors via

indirection and functions calls, while Faiss can directly access

the neighbors stored in an array.

3) Insight
This experiment shows another interesting root cause that

the memory management in PASE (inherited from Post-

greSQL) incurs significant overheads that make the construc-

tion time of HNSW in PASE much slower than that in Faiss.

We denote this root cause as RC#2. That is because PASE (as

well as PostgreSQL) is a disk-based database system. Even

if the entire dataset and index are stored in memory, the

memory manager still needs to go through the buffer pool for

page indirection. That will make many simple functions slow,

e.g., HVTGet(), paseplfirst(), and tuple accesses in

Figure 8. But Faiss can directly access vectors using memory

pointers for fast performance.

This gap is bridgeable as it requires a memory-optimized ta-

ble design to bypass the buffer manager in relational databases.

Note that IVF FLAT and IVF PQ do not suffer from

the memory management inefficiency because they are

quantization-based indexes involving mostly sequential ac-

cesses (instead of random accesses as in HNSW). IVF FLAT

and IVF PQ build indexes by keeping track of buffer IDs that

will be inserted along with tuples, so they can directly access

the buffer without indirection.

D. Impact of Parallelism

In this experiment, we study the impact of parallelism using

multiple threads for index construction. Since PASE does

not support parallelism for index construction, we focus on

Faiss only to see whether parallelism can indeed improve

performance, which can indicate the limitations of PASE. Due

to space constraints, we only use SIFT1M to study the parallel

construction of IVF FLAT and IVF PQ in Faiss.

From the analysis in Sec. V-A and Sec. V-B, SGEMM

can significantly affect the index construction process in

IVF FLAT and IVF PQ. Thus, in this experiment, we show

the results of disabling and enabling SGEMM for parallel

index construction. Figure 9 shows the results by setting the

number of threads as 1, 2, 4, and 8 and other parameters are

default values in Table II. It shows that except for IVF FLAT

with SGEMM (Figure 9a), all the other figures scale very well

with the number of threads. That is because when SGEMM is

enabled in IVF FLAT, the adding part is significantly reduced

using matrix-matrix multiplication. Thus, even with multiple

threads, the execution time will not reduce that much on that

part. However, there is a clear performance improvement when

SGEMM is disabled in IVF FLAT (Figure 9b) because the

adding part consumes a lot of time without SGEMM.

This experiment shows that parallelism is an important

factor contributing to the performance gap between PASE and

Faiss. We denote this root cause as RC#3. However, this gap

can be bridged, because we can implement the same technique

inside PASE, and we expect a similar performance speedup.

E. Impact of Parameters

In this experiment, we study the impact of key parameters

on the performance gap of PASE and Faiss when building

indexes. For IVF FLAT and IVF PQ, we vary the number

of clusters (c) and set it as 100, 500, 1000 following previous

work [11]. For HNSW, we vary the base neighbor count (bnn)

and set it as 16, 32, and 64 following [27].

Figure 10 shows that the performance gap between PASE

and Faiss increases as c and bnn increases on SIFT1M. For

IVF FLAT and IVF PQ, when the number of clusters c



Fig. 9: Impact of Parallelism for Index Construction in Faiss

Fig. 10: Varying Parameters for Index Construction

increases, the computations required on K-means clustering

will increase as well. Thus, the index build time in PASE

and Faiss will increase. However, Faiss uses SGEMM for

speedup as we analyze in Sec. V-A, the execution time will

only increase mildly. Thus, the performance gap between the

two is enlarged.

For HNSW, when the base neighbor count bnn increases,

PASE spends more time on accessing neighbors and tuples

because they have to go through the buffer manager, which

incurs much more overhead than Faiss. Thus, the gap increases

as well.

VI. EVALUATING INDEX SIZE

In this section, we evaluate PASE [11] and Faiss [13]

in terms of index size on IVF FLAT (Sec. VI-A), IVF PQ

(Sec. VI-B), and HNSW (Sec. VI-C).

A. IVF FLAT

Figure 11 shows the index size of IVF FLAT in PASE and

Faiss using the same parameters (explained in Table II). It

shows that the IVF FLAT index size is almost the same on

the two systems.

That is because the page structure of IVF FLAT in PASE

can be well aligned with the memory representation. In par-

ticular, IVF FLAT is stored in centroid pages and data pages

where the centroid pages store centroid vectors and data pages

store base vectors in the buckets of each centroid. Thus, there

Fig. 11: Index Size for IVF FLAT

Fig. 12: Index Size for IVF PQ

is nearly no difference between the size of PASE IVF FLAT

and Faiss IVF FLAT.

B. IVF PQ

Figure 12 shows the index size of IVF PQ in PASE and

Faiss. Again, there is no obvious difference in the index size

for the same reasons explained in Sec. VI-A.

C. HNSW

1) Overall Results
Figure 13 compares the HNSW index size in PASE and

Faiss using the same parameters (in Table II). To our surprise,

PASE consumes 2.9× ∼ 13.3× more space than Faiss for the

HNSW index.

2) Investigation
We find that there are two reasons that make PASE HNSW

consume more space.

The first reason is that PASE HNSW allocates a 24-

byte struct (HNSWNeighborTuple) for each vertex ID in

Fig. 13: Index Size for HNSW



TABLE IV: HNSW Index Size With 8KB/4KB Page Size
in PASE

SIFT1M GIST1M DEEP1M
8KB Page Size 8333 MB 11000 MB 8929 MB
4KB Page Size 4464 MB 7813 MB 5213 MB

the HNSW graph while Faiss HNSW uses only 4 bytes

as expected. Specifically, HNSWNeighborTuple includes

two structs, i.e., PaseTuple and HNSWGlobalId, where

PaseTuple contains an 8-byte char pointer to form a virtual

link and HNSWGlobalId stores 12-byte information (i.e.,

nblkid, dblkid and doffset) to locate a vertex.3

The second reason is that the PASE HNSW always starts

from a new page to store a new adjacent list (i.e., the neighbors

of a vertex). This method can result in significant space

waste if the number of neighbors is small. For instance, the

default value of bnn in HNSW is 16, a common choice as

suggested in [11], [27]. Thus, most vectors, residing in the

lowest two levels of the HNSW graph, will only have 32 or

48 edges. This arrangement would consume 768 bytes or 1152

bytes respectively, which are significantly less than a page

size, which is 8KB by default in PostgreSQL. To verify our

conjecture, we reduce the page size from 8KB to 4KB and

find that the PASE HNSW index size is reduced by (almost)

half as shown in Table IV.

3) Insight
This experiment shows an interesting root cause that the

disk-based page structure in PASE (based on PostgreSQL)

can make the HNSW index size significantly higher than that

in Faiss. We denote this root cause as RC#4. This gap is

related to disk-based relational database systems. However,

it is possible to minimize or even bridge the gap using a

memory-optimized table design.

VII. EVALUATING SEARCH PERFORMANCE

In this section, we compare PASE [11] and Faiss [13]

in terms of search performance on IVF FLAT (Sec. VII-A),

IVF PQ (Sec. VII-B), and HNSW (Sec. VII-C).

A. IVF FLAT

1) Overall Results
Figure 14 shows the average query time using IVF FLAT in

PASE and Faiss on the six datasets. Table I shows the number

of queries for each dataset. We use the same index parameters

(described in Table II) to evaluate the performance difference

between PASE and Faiss. Figure 14 shows that PASE is 2.0×
∼ 3.4× slower than Faiss on different datasets.

2) Investigation
Next, we analyze the root cause of the performance gap in

Figure 14. Following the analysis in Sec. V-A, one might guess

that SGEMM could be an important factor contributing to the

3Note that although sizeof(PaseTuple) = 8 and sizeof(HNSWGlobalId)
= 12, the combined struct HNSWNeighborTuple takes 24 bytes due to
memory alignment.

Fig. 14: Search Time for IVF FLAT

TABLE V: Time Breakdown of IVF FLAT Search on

SIFT1M

fvec L2sqr Tuple
Access

Min-
heap

Others

PASE 54.80% 23.50% 13.42% 8.28%
4.69 ms 2.01 ms 1.15 ms 0.71 ms

Faiss 94.96% 1.80% 0.29% 2.95%
2.98 ms 0.06 ms 0.01 ms 0.09 ms

performance gap. However, we find that SGEMM does not

improve much performance in the search process because the

bottleneck is no longer finding the relevant buckets. Instead,

it is the search process within each bucket.

We use Perf [53] to show the time breakdown on SIFT1M

in Table V for the search process. Both relative and absolute

time are recorded in the table. We can see that the majority

of time is spent on distance calculation in both PASE and

Faiss. However, it is interesting that Faiss spends 94.96% of

its time on distance computing while PASE spends 54.80%

on that. But in terms of the absolute time, PASE takes 1.6×
more time than Faiss. After a careful look at the distance

computing code in PASE and Faiss, we find that IVF FLAT

produces different centroids that lead to different clustering

results in the two systems. To verify our conjecture, we use

the same centroids and buckets produced in PASE and apply

them to Faiss (termed Faiss∗) and re-run the experiments, see

Figure 15. It shows that the gap becomes smaller between

Faiss∗ and PASE.

Table V also reveals that PASE spends much more time on

Fig. 15: Search Time for IVF FLAT With Replaced Centroids

(Faiss∗)



Fig. 16: Search Time for IVF PQ

tuple accesses than Faiss does. This is related to the overhead

of accessing a tuple as mentioned in Sec. V-C3.

Besides that, Table V shows another interesting factor on

min-heap, which is used to quickly find out top-k smallest

values once the distances are computed. PASE spends much

more time than Faiss on that. We find that it is because of the

heap size. In Faiss, the computed distances will be inserted

into a heap of size k to find top-k similar vectors. However,

PASE uses a heap of size n where n is the total number of

vectors in the nprobe buckets.

3) Insight
This experiment finds a few factors that contribute to the

performance gap between the search process of PASE and

Faiss using IVF FLAT. The first one is K-means implementa-

tion, which will affect the centroids and clusters in IVF FLAT.

We denote this root cause as RC#5. The second reason is about

tuple access (memory management), which is the RC#2 that

we have mentioned in Sec. V-C3. The third reason is the top-k
query optimization that uses a bigger heap size in relational

databases. We denote this root cause as RC#6, which is related

to the heap size in top-k computation. However, this is an

implementation issue that can be fixed in PASE.

B. IVF PQ

1) Overall Results
Figure 16 shows the average query time using IVF PQ

in PASE and Faiss on the six datasets. We use the same

parameters (Table I and Table II) to evaluate the performance

difference between PASE and Faiss for searching. We can see

from the figure that PASE is 3.9× ∼ 11.2× slower than Faiss

when searching IVF PQ.

2) Investigation
Next, we analyze the root cause in Figure 16. We resort to

Perf [53] to plot the time breakdown on SIFT1M following

the approach in Table V. There are a few root causes that we

have seen in Sec. VII-A, e.g., min-heap, distance computing,

and tuple access.4

A new unique factor in IVF PQ is its internal imple-

mentation on the precomputed table, which avoids redun-

dant computing by storing the distances between partitioned

4Note that tuple access does not play an important role in IVF PQ because
the index size of IVF PQ is small and hence the time spent on tuple access
is small as well.

Fig. 17: Search time for HNSW

sub-vectors and PQ-refined centroids. PASE IVF PQ uses a

straightforward implementation to compute the precomputed

table while Faiss IVF PQ uses an optimized solution that

divides the task into computing L2 norms and inner product.

3) Insight
This experiment demonstrates a new factor – precomputed

table – that can affect the performance of PASE IVF PQ. We

denote this root cause as RC#7. Additionally, there are other

factors we have mentioned earlier that can affect the perfor-

mance, e.g., min-heap (RC#6), distance computing (RC#5),

and tuple access (RC#2). However, for the new factor (RC#7),

we can bridge the gap by implementing the same optimizations

inside PASE.

C. HNSW

Figure 17 shows the average query time using HNSW

in PASE and Faiss on the six datasets. We use the same

parameters (in Table II) to evaluate the performance difference

between PASE and Faiss. Figure 17 shows that PASE is 2.2×
∼ 7.3× slower than Faiss on different datasets when searching

HNSW.

We use Perf [53] to analyze the time breakdown of searching

HNSW and it shows that the actual distance computing time

of PASE and Faiss is almost the same. The performance gap is

mainly due to the tuple access (RC#2) analyzed in Sec. V-C3.

D. Impact of Parallelism

In this experiment, we study the impact of parallelism on the

query processing in PASE and Faiss using different indexes.

We focus on intra-query parallelism that uses multiple threads

to answer a single query.5 Since both PASE and Faiss do not

support parallel query processing on HNSW, we only show

the results on IVF FLAT and IVF PQ (with the parameters

in Table II), see Figure 18.

Figure 18 shows some interesting results. Faiss IVF FLAT

and IVF PQ scale well with the number of threads but PASE

IVF FLAT and IVF PQ do not, although they use the same

idea to allocate multiple threads for searching different buck-

ets. We find that, Faiss IVF FLAT and IVF PQ use a local

heap to store the local top-k results when searching a bucket

5Note that inter-query parallelism is straightforward to achieve in both
PASE and Faiss by partitioning queries to different threads.



Fig. 18: Impact of Parallelism for Search Time

and then combines those local ones into a global heap of top-

k results (without locking). However, PASE IVF FLAT and

IVF PQ directly use a global heap with locks to support con-

current insertions, which will lead to significant performance

overhead. However, this gap is bridgeable by implementing

the same parallelism inside PASE.

Since this root cause is related to parallelism, we categorize

it into RC#3 mentioned in Sec. V-D.

E. Impact of Parameters

In this experiment, we study the impact of key parameters

on the performance gap of PASE and Faiss for the search

process on SIFT1M. For IVF FLAT and IVF PQ, we vary

the number of searched buckets (nprobe) as 10, 20, and 50.

For HNSW, we vary the search queue length (efs defined in

Table II) as 16, 100, and 200. Other parameters are set as

default in Table II.

Figure 19 shows the performance gap between PASE and

Faiss. For IVF FLAT, the performance gap does not have a

noticeable change as nprobe increases, because the search per-

formance gap on IVF FLAT is mostly determined by the root

causes RC#5, RC#2, and RC#6 as analyzed in Sec. VII-A,

which do not change much as nprobe increases. For IVF PQ,

the performance gap increases along with nprobe because Faiss

has an optimized implementation of the precomputed table that

has already calculated the squared norms of the PQ-centroids

in the training phase, thus, the precomputed table computation

in the search phase will take less time. For HNSW, as analyzed

in Sec. VII-C, distance computation takes only 12.56% of the

time in PASE and 75.81% in Faiss. PASE spends most of

its time in tuple access and other parts. As efs increases, the

number of explored vectors also increases, so the time that

PASE spends on non-distance computation will increase much

more than that in Faiss. Thus, the performance gap is enlarged.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Vector data and vector similarity search have been exten-

sively studied in many areas such as data management, infor-

mation retrieval, and machine learning, see [10] for a recent

survey. Existing works can be roughly classified into two

lines of research: Algorithms and Systems. Algorithms research

focuses on the theoretical foundations (e.g., [56]–[58]) and

efficient indexes (e.g., [24], [27]–[29], [31]–[35] as described

in Sec. II-B) for vector similarity search. However, those works

Fig. 19: Varying Parameters to Search Time Gap

did not answer the question of whether there are fundamental

limitations in supporting vector search in relational databases.

Actually, those works provide a foundation and building blocks

for the vector databases. Instead, systems research focuses

on developing full-fledged vector data management systems

for fast vector similarity search. Examples include Faiss [13],

[14], Milvus [20], Pinecone [16], PASE [11] and AnalyticDB-

V [12]. Our work falls into the category of systems research.

As described in the introduction (Sec. I), those vector

database systems can be roughly classified into two cate-

gories: specialized vector databases (e.g., Faiss [13], [14], Mil-

vus [20], and Pinecone [16]) and generalized vector databases

(e.g., PASE [11] and AnalyticDB-V [12]). However, existing

studies have not answered the question of whether there

are fundamental limitations in supporting vector search in

relational databases.

This work is relevant to the bigger picture of building

specialized and generalized data systems. Although there are

debates in designing specialized or generalized data systems,

e.g., in graph systems [59], [60], in time series databases [61],

[62], and in scientific databases [63], it is not clear about the

situation in vector databases, and this paper contributes a data

point in this arena.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Summary

The overall conclusion of this study is that there is no
fundamental limitation in using a relational database (e.g.,
PostgreSQL) to support efficient vector data management.

Although PASE (a highly optimized generalized vector

database based on PostgreSQL) is still slower than Faiss (a

highly optimized specialized vector database), the performance

gap is attributed to implementation issues. With careful

implementation, it is feasible to bridge the gap, though it may

require some engineering efforts. We show a list of actionable

guidelines in Sec. IX-C to build such a system. In this way, it

becomes possible to utilize a single relational database to sup-

port efficient vector search, achieving performance comparable

to that of a highly optimized specialized vector database.

B. Lessons

This work identifies a collection of underlying reasons that

cause the performance difference between PASE (a represen-

tative generalized vector database) and Faiss (a representative



specialized vector database). We summarize the root causes
(RC) of the performance gap as follows and discuss how

to overcome the root causes and hence bridge the gap in

Sec. IX-C.

• RC#1: SGEMM Optimization. SGEMM plays an im-

portant role in the index construction of vector databases.

For example, Faiss leverages the SGEMM library [55] to

improve performance while PASE does not. SGEMM is

important to improve the index construction process of

IVF FLAT and IVF PQ, see Sec. V-A and Sec. V-B.

• RC#2: Memory Management. Directly accessing data

(including vectors and indexes) in memory without going

through the buffer manager and page-based indirection

is critical when the entire vector data and indexes are

stored in memory. For example, even if PASE stores

everything in memory, it still incurs significant overhead

for memory management because PostgreSQL is a disk-

oriented system. This can affect both index construction

(e.g., HNSW in Sec. V-C) and search process (Sec. VII).

Note that although this insight was known in main-

memory relational databases [46], it is new in the setting

of vector databases.

• RC#3: Parallel Execution. Supporting multiple threads

to build indexes and search vector data can improve

performance. For example, PASE does not support intra-

query parallelism well due to the overhead of operating

a shared data structure (e.g., heap). This can affect both

index construction (Sec. V-D) and search (Sec. VII-D).

• RC#4: Memory-centric Page Structure. Use a memory-

based layout (instead of page-based layout) when the

vector data and indexes are stored in memory.6 This can

save a significant amount of space for HNSW (Sec. VI-C)

but it does not have much effect on the index size of

IVF FLAT and IVF PQ.

• RC#5: K-means Implementation. Different clustering

implementations can also affect performance. For exam-

ple, PASE and Faiss use a slightly different implemen-

tation for K-means, which can affect IVF FLAT and

IVF PQ on search performance, see Sec. VII-A and

Sec. VII-B.

• RC#6: Heap Size in Top-k Computation. PASE uses a

heap size of n instead of k to compute k smallest values

among n values for top-k similarity search. This will

mostly affect the search performance, see Sec. VII.

• RC#7: Precomputed Table Implementation. Leverag-

ing an optimized implementation for the precomputed

table in IVF PQ (e.g., used in Faiss but not in PASE) can

affect the search performance of IVF PQ, see Sec. VII-B.

Applicability and Transferability of the Root Causes. (1)

Although the root causes are derived from analyzing PASE as

6If a disk-based page structure must be used, we recommend allowing
multiple adjacent lists in HNSW to be stored on the same page instead of
starting a new page for each new adjacent list.

it is a high-performance generalized vector database, the root

causes are not specific to PASE or PostgreSQL alone. They

are applicable to other relational databases aiming to support

efficient vector search. For example, SGEMM, memory man-

agement, parallel execution, memory-centric page structure,

k-means, heap size, and precomputed tables are all relevant

to databases like Oracle and MySQL. Thus, we recommend

that practitioners carefully examine these root causes when

implementing vector search inside any relational database,

as PostgreSQL is representative enough. (2) Although the

root causes are derived by comparing PASE and Faiss, with

Faiss serving as the reference specialized database due to its

high performance in specialized vector databases, the lessons

learned from this study remain valuable even if faster-than-

Faiss databases or another specialized database is chosen. That

is because this paper at least shows that it is feasible to build

a generalized vector database to match Faiss’s performance,

which is a significant and non-trivial contribution that has not

been explored in existing studies.

C. Future Direction: How to Bridge the Gap?

A follow-up of the work is how to overcome the root

causes? In other words, how to build a new generalized vector

database in the future that achieves comparable performance

to a highly optimized specialized vector database? We show a

few actionable guidelines and we are currently working on it.

Step#1: Start from an in-memory database. To overcome

RC#2 and achieve high performance, we may use an in-

memory database, e.g., MonetDB [64], Hyrise [65], or Single-

Store [66]. Note that if a disk-based relational database must

be chosen, we recommend either using a memory-optimized

table design, as in GaussDB [49], or implementing a stan-

dalone vector index in the memory region of the disk-based

relational database. This can help overcome many performance

overheads associated with disk-based relational databases.

Step#2: Enable SGEMM. The system shall enable SGEMM

to bypass the overhead of RC#1 and significantly improve the

performance of index construction.

Step#3: Optimized top-k computation. The system shall

use the proper heap size (i.e., k) for top-k computation to

overcome the overhead introduced by RC#6.

Step#4: Parallelism. The system shall efficiently support

both index construction and index search with multiple

threads. This requires the implementation of the operator-level

(e.g., vector search) parallelism in relational databases, which

can bridge the performance gap due to RC#3.

Step#5: More optimized implementations. The system needs

to reduce space amplification, support optimized K-means, and

precomputed table as mentioned in RC#4, RC#5, and RC#7.
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